Density-functional study of model bidisperse ferrocolloids in an external magnetic field.
We present phase diagrams of a model bidisperse ferrocolloid consisting of a binary mixture of dipolar hard spheres (DHSs) under the influence of an external magnetic field. The dipole moments of the particles are chosen proportional to the particle volume to mimic real ferrocolloids, and we focus on dipole-dominated systems where isotropic attractive interactions are absent. Our results are based on density-functional theory in the modified mean-field (MMF) approximation. For one-component DHS fluids in external fields, and for corresponding mixtures dominated by one of the components, MMF theory predicts the tricritical point of the transition between an isotropic gas and a ferromagnetic liquid occurring at zero field to be changed into a critical point separating two magnetically ordered phases of different density. The corresponding critical temperature displays a nonmonotonic dependence on the field strength. Completely different behavior is found for the critical temperature related to the demixing phase transitions appearing in strongly asymmetric mixtures [G. M. Range and S. H. L. Klapp, Phys. Rev. E 70, 061407 (2004)]. For such systems, we find a monotonic decrease of the demixing critical temperature with increasing field. The field strength dependence of the critical temperature can therefore be tuned between nonmonotonic and monotonic behaviors just by changing the composition of the mixture--e.g., by adjusting the chemical potentials. This allows us to efficiently control the influence of external magnetic fields on the phase behavior over a large temperature interval.